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Summary of Results

 

During 2016 there was contnued work on the Botoo  edOx Model (B OM) and  its 
applicaton for the studies in the Arctcc.

 

B OM aios to represent key biogeocheoical processes in the water and sedioents and
to sioulate changes occurring in the botoo boundary layer (Figure 1)c. B OM consists 
of a transport oodule (B OM-transport) and several biogeocheoical oodules that are 
fully coopatble with the Fraoework for the Aquatc Biogeocheoical Models (Figure 2),
allowing independent coupling to hydrophysical oodels in 1D, 2D or 3Dc.  We 
deoonstrated that B OM is capable of sioulatng the seasonality in producton and 
oineralizaton of organic oater as well as the oixing that leads to variatons in redox 
conditonsc.  B OM can be used for analyzing and interpretng data on sedioent-water 
exchange, and for sioulatng the consequences of forcings such as clioate change, 
external nutrient loading, ocean acidifcaton, carbon storage leakage, and point-source
oetal pollutonc.



Figure 
1. Flow-chart of the processes represented in the Benthic  edOx Model (B OM) and 
the oodel’ dooainc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 2. Scheoe of interacton between B OM-transport and B OM-biogeocheoistryc.

 

 

 

The oodel as presented consists of two cooponents, B OM-transport and B OM-
biogeocheoistryc. The frst is a set of biogeocheoical oodules (broo/redox, broo/bio, 
broo/carb, broo/eqconst), available as part of the ofcial FABM distributon 
(htp://faboc.net); B OM-specifc fles are located in subdirectory 
src/oodels/niva/broo)c. The second is a hydrophysical driver (B OM-transport) that 
provides the 1D vertcal context and resolves transport; this is available separately 
froo htps://githubc.coo/e-yakushev/broo-gitc.gitc. When coobined, the 1D B OM 
oodel as presented is obtainedc. 

 

Both FABM and B OM-transport are coded in object-oriented Fortran 2003, have a 
build systeo based on CMake (htps://coakec.org), and use YAML fles (htp://yaolc.org)
for run-toe confguratonc. The code is platoro independent and only requires a 
Fortran 2003-capable coopiler, ec.gc., gfortran 4c.7 or higher, or the Intel Fortran 
coopiler version 12c.1 or higherc. B OM-transport includes facilites for producing 
results as NetCDF fles, which can be read by a variety of sofware on diferent 
platorosc.

 

http://fabm.net/
http://yaml.org/
https://cmake.org/
https://github.com/e-yakushev/brom-git.git


Specifcally, during 2016 there was oade the following:

 

 The code of the brom-transport software was modified. Now it can be used for parameterization of the transport as vertical 1D 
and vertical 2D model. The latter is very important to predict the small horizontal scale (first 10s of meters) changes in the 
bottom environment. The code is available at https://github.com/BottomRedoxModel/brom-git.git and 
https://github.com/BottomRedoxModel/fabm-brom.git. 

  

 There was paraoeterized horizontal relaxaton of the oodel results to the baseline variability of 
paraoeters, that can be estoated froo a 3D oodel or a database (ic.ec. WOD)c.

 The carbonate systeo calculatons oodule was coopletely re-writen, there was iopleoented a 
proposed by (Munhoven; 2014)  Newton- apson approach for solving of the equaton for pHc. It 
allowed to  signifcantly decrease the cooputer toe needed for this operatonc.

 It was added a possibility to read the output fles froo hydrodynaoical oodels FVCOM and TELEMAC 
for the B OM-transport forcinc., 

 There was created the Python 2c.7 script, preparing feld data for using as boundary conditons or for 
feld data relaxatonc.  

 

Currently the script produces oonthly averaged data along the needed 
proflec. Data is interpolated for standard levels and standard distances 
froo the beginning point, in script we use linear interpolatonc. 

 

Obtained values are writen into text flesc. There are 2d arrays, x axis is 
distances, y axis is depthsc. Each fle is for 1 oonth and 1 variablec.

 

The oain algoritho of preparaton data is:

 

1. To download data from region of interest from World Ocean Database  https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOD/datageo.html

2c. Create the Ocean Data View collecton, choose oore precise region of interest, and produce netCDF fle

with these datac. 

3c.  un the script using Python 

4c.  ead the produced text fle in B OM
 

 

Later in B OM as relaxaton data oay be used as single coluons with data 
or the whole proflec.  The script is available at: 
htps://githubc.coo/Botoo edoxModel/wodffelddata 

 

 It was added a 0D ice model to the BROM model domain, that allowed to simulate fluxes of matter during formation and 
melting of ice (the ice fate was read from the ROMS output)

 There was started work on the ice-algae oodel, that should be coopleted in 2017c.
 

 

https://github.com/BottomRedoxModel/wod_fielddata
https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOD/datageo.html
https://github.com/BottomRedoxModel/fabm-brom.git
https://github.com/BottomRedoxModel/brom-git.git


Suooarizing, the work in 2016 was devoted oainly to the code ioproveoents, and its 
applicaton is planned to the year 2017c.
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For the Management

Funds have been used in accordance with proposal. Project is currently on-track.

 

Published Results/Planned Publications

E.V.Yakushev, E.A.Protsenko, J.Bruggeman, P.Wallhead, S.V.Pakhomova, S.Yakubov, R.G.J.Bellerby, R.-M. Couture. 2016. Bottom 
RedOx Model (BROM, v.1.1): a coupled benthic-pelagic model for simulation of water and sediment biogeochemistry. Geoscientific 
Model Development (accepted with minor revisions).

Yakushev Ec. 2016c. Modeling benthic-pelagic interacton for the Arctc Ocean acidifcaton studiesc. Goldschoidt 

Conference Abstractsc. 2016c. pc. 3511c. (htp://goldschoidtc.info/2016/uploads/abstracts/fnalPDFs/3511c.pdf

Communicated Results

Scientfc results were reported at the Goldschoidt Conference 2016, Yokohaoa, capan
, cune 26-culy 1, 2016:  Modeling benthic-pelagic interacton for the Arctc Ocean 
acidifcaton studies by Evgeniy Yakushev, Shaoil Yakubov, Elizaveta Protsenko, Philip 
Wallhead (an oral presentaton)c.

Interdisciplinary Cooperation

This project has involved close collaboration between modellers and observationalists, and between biogeochemical modelling and physical ocean modelling.

 

 

Budget in accordance to results

Funds were used on hourly costs

 

Could results from the project be subject for any commercial utilization
No

Conclusions

The BROM model has progressed to the point of connecting seasonal pelagic production events to benthic acidification through the 
remineralization of organic matter. The project is on track and meeting the objectives laid out in the proposal.

 

http://goldschmidt.info/2016/uploads/abstracts/finalPDFs/3511.pdf

